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It has often been said that the second World War was won by the Allies through their exploitation of
technologies such as radar and secure communications, as well as electronic manipulation of the en-

"ory's 
radar and cryptanalysis of his secure communic:ations. But this was no one-way street. Here is a

German radar that hitch-hiked on the very successful British early-warning radar net, Chain Home.

N the late 1950s and early 1960s, this author
was working for a technology company that
was developing radar systems that could

detect and track moving objects well beyond the
horizon, using shortwave signals. One of our
customers was ARPA, the Advanced Research
Projects Agency [1], a new group whose mission
was advanced development of high-risk, high-
payoff techniques, including means for
assessment of the capabilities of potential
enemies of our country. For example, another
ARPA contractor, Sylvania, was working on an
unusual form of radar attempting to track Soviet
missile trials in the Ukraine from sites well
outside the Soviet Union l2l. The idea was to
monitor existing powerful shortwave
transmissions that illuminated the Ukraine
missile test region and might elicit echoes of
missiles launched there, and then to detect and
analyze these echoes. The idea had originated in
a meeting at which scientists from our compsny,

Sylvania, Bendix Radio, the Naval Research
Laboratory (NRL), and the Institutes for
Defense Analysis (IDA) briefed ARPA s

program manager, Alvin Van Every, on possible
ways to gain performance information on these
missile launches. fn particular, Dr. Paul von
Handel, a quiet but distinguished IDA scientist
of about 60 years of age, told of methods he

had been involved with some years earlier that
employed directional receiving capabilities that
picked up radio echoes of enemy alrcraft that
were flying through areas inadvertently
illuminated by enemy radio and radar signals.
This formed a sort of radar system in which the
enemy provided the transmitted energy and the
attacking (aircraft) targets, and friendly forces
had only to find a means to receive and exploit
the echoes of the attacking alr.craft and thereby
become better prepared to intercept them.
Recently, similar techniques have been

(Continued on page 3)
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(Continued from page I)
suggested as useful in defense
against drones and cruise
missiles; these have been
dubbed passive bistatic radars
passive because the method
exploits existing transmissions
and makes no signals of its
own, and bistatic because the
transmitting and receiving
terminals comprising the radar
are separated from each other.

From von Handel's slight
Germanic accent, I figured he
might have worked on such a
system in Germany, and
probably during the war t3l.
His knowledge was quite broad
in scope, and his expertise
included antenna design, So he
and I met many more times to
discuss our part of the project,
the design of the receiving
antenna arrays that would be
erected in friendly countries
well to the south and west of the
Ukraine. Sylvania's job was to
manage the overall project and
design the receivers and data
analysis facilities, while Bendix was to design
the signal processors. In the course of our
antenna discussions, von Handel confirmed that
his earlier work was in Germany in the war
period, when he worked first for the Luftwaffe
Research Establishment, and later on
assignments with Telefunken and Lorenz. His pre
-war work included development of the Lorenz
blind-flying navigation beams for commercial
and military ancraft. The particular project he
worked on during the 1942-43 period has
recently been identified l4l as one called Klein
Heidelberg Parasit. Von Handel maintained that
Luftwaffe workers disliked the official method of
code-naming projects in which the name hinted
as to the characteristics of the technology
involved, so it is likely that the project
management asked that the last name , Parasit,be
dropped from the project name, because it

suggested that the system might be parasitic,
which it was. British capture of the project
name, perhaps from a downed German pilot
might prompt the operators of the transmitters
used (the British) to build in countermeasures

(Continued on page 4)
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Figure 1. Chain Home early-warning radar stations as of late 1940.
The original 20 stations are in the box on right.
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(Continued from page 3)

against Klein Heidelberg Parasit. Von Handel
stressed that secrecy of such systems was
important,because the enemy controlled both the
transmitters and the targets, and could readily
make reliable reception of target tracks quite
difficult [5].

Background -Air Defense in WW2

As early as 1935, both Britain and Germany
anticipated a conflict between them, based on
aggressive commercial and military competition.
Each looked to its air forces to carry the conflict
to the other in the form of bombing raids, and to
defend against each others' bombing raids
through aerral interception. Both nations
developed defensive radar systems, the Germans
using straightforward pulsed spotlight-like
methods (not unlike those being tested in the US
by such agencies as the Naval Research
Laboratory in Anacostia, DC), and the British
using two different methods, a pulsed low-
frequency floodlight-like system for early
warniilg, and the more conventional pulsed
spotlight-like method for close control. For the
Germans , coarse long-range radars (a type called
Freya) located close to the coast scanned the
horizon for the initial detection of suspected
inbound ancraft echoes, and when the echoes

appeared to be within range of their inner
precision radars (called Wiirzburg), these radars

searched for and locked onto the incoming
arrcraft, either to direct interceptors to them or to
control searchlights or artillery. The British, in
Febru ary 1935 , had made an initial test of the

basic rudar concept using the Daventry
shortwave broadcast station transmitter, and

decided on a simple early warning system

operating primarily at the upper end of the

shortwave band, from 25 to 30 MHz [6]. Their
design and frequency choice was based on

expediency. They had a limited budget and felt
they had very little time to get it done.

The German concept called for both the early-
warning and precision close-control radars,

Freya and Wilrzburg, respectively, to employ
nanow beams that would be repeatedly swept

across the area assigned to each radar, thus
maximrzing the strength of any atrcraft echoes

received, even though it meant that potenttal
target alrc.;:aft would spend most of the time not
being illuminated by the radar transmitter, the
illumination of any particular alrc.raft occurring
only when the radar beam was pointed toward
the atcraft as the beam swept back and forth.
By contrast, the British early warning radar,,

Chain Home, produced a very broad floodlight-
like transmitting beam (about I20 degrees wide)
illuminating everything seaward of its coastal
site, and then used two overlapping broad
receiving beams, one biased to the right, the
other biased toward the left, to collect echoes

from the floodlit sector. The ratio of echo
strengths from the two receive beams was used
to determine from where in the floodlit sector the

echo came, based on computed receive beam
shapes, which had been confirmed by test flights
against each radar station. The precision close-
control system in Britain, however, was like the

German or American method, a naffow-beam
transmitter and companion beam for the receiver.
In both the German and British precision radars,

the receive subsystem used pairs of receivers l7l
to measure azrmuth and elevation angles (within
the beam) to the target alroraft, again by the ratio
of echo strengths of a left- and right-biased
receiver pair (and a similar pair in the elevation
channel).

(Continued on page 5)



(Continued from page 4)

The similarity of methods in the precision or end
-game part of the defense system used by both
foes created a rich environment for development
of countermeasures against these radars, but in
this game, the British were ahead of the
Germans, for several reasons; primarily, the
Germans were the first to make sustained attacks
against the British (culminating in the late- 1940
"Battle of Britain"), giving the British
considerable experience in defensive radar
operations, and the Germans a false confidence
in a conclusive victory, negating the need for
many kinds of countermeasures. The Luftwaffe
did have a very effective method of blinding the
precision radars, however , called Diippel ,

consisting of strips of aluminum foil scattered
from arrcraft,, each strip having been carefully
cut to a specific length [8]. The cloud of such
Diippel , drifting slowly in the winds aloft,
effectively blinded radars operating at a

frequency whose wavelength is twice the length
of the Dtippel strips. Of course, surveillance
flights by German planes measured the
frequencies of British radars, so that these

aluminum foil strips could be prepared for
bombing flights' use. The problem was that
secrecy demanded that these measures not be

used for fear that the British would discover all
the aluminum strips in pastures and lawns, figure
out their pu{pose, and use similar techniques
against the Germans some day.

Of course, the British had also invented similar
strips (which they called Window) as a method of
blinding German radars should the need arise,
but were hesitant to use it in the bombing attacks
employed by the ,RAF thus far, and for the same

reason that the Luftwaffe held them back. The
British had developed Window for both the
German early-warning radar (freya) and the
precision radar (Wiirzburg), but the Germans
never actually developed Dilppel for Chain
Home; they were tardy in identifying it as being
the British early-warning system, since its broad
unmoving beams weren't "tadat-1ike," to an

orderly Teutonic mind. And it was Paul von
Handel who argued that these were radars, upon
plotting all the known locations of these large

ffi ## ,,,,,ffi 
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transmitting sites and reasoning to how the
receiving antennas must have worked to

It turns out that by 1942, the heavy German
bombing raids against Britain had seriously
diminished in numbers, in great measure t9]
because Britain could determine, using Chain
Home, from which sector and at what time the
German bomber stream would arrive.
Cooperating precision and height-finding radars
then determined enemy atrqaft numbers and
heights. With this knowledge they could marshal
their interceptors efticiently, with punishing
effect on German bombing efforts, and
simultaneously accumulating at least two full
years of operating experience with these

defensive rudar systems. With this early
(Continued on page 6)
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(Continued from page 5)

experience the British, and later the Americans,
as well, had developed counters to German
offensive electronic guidance beams t10l and
counters to any jamming they could imagine
would be tried by Germany against Allied
defensive radars. When the time came for the
RAF Bomber Command and the U.S. 8th Air
Force to finally mount large fleets of bombers
against Germany and her captured territories,
mature countermeasures against German
defensive radat networks were ready, and were
able to keep pace with the series of upgrades
constantly being made in the Freya and related

tlll early-warning systems and the Wilrzburg
family of fire-control radars. In addition, British
experience in countering the German bomber-
guidance beams (Knickebein, X-Gercit, and Y-

Gercit) taught them how to devise a bomber
navigation system (called GEE) that could allow
precise navigation to their targets, and then use
microwave bomb-laying radar to drop bombs on
target at night or in overcast weather. At some
point in late 1942 or early L943, the Luftwaffe
research chief, General Martini, was being
informed that effective ndar tracking and
navigation disruption of the Allied aLr forces
were becomittg impossible, the German efforts
being effective for only a day or two, and then
being, themselves, reutrali zed efficiently.
Martini asked von Handel and the Telefunken
engineering staff to get together and devise either
a counter to the Allied navigation system or a

bomber detection/location system that the Allies
could not combat, either electronically or with
Diippel . And right now.

The Klein Heidelberg Concept:

Von Handel, who had experience in studying the
British Chain Home signals, initially suggested
the Luftwaffe could erect an early-warning
system that used the same frequencies as Chain
Home, the British being not too likely to jam
their own operating frequencies. But the Allied
an superiority, by then rapidly growiilg, would
likely discover these new transmissions, and
would electronically home on them and destroy
the network of radars as it was being built and
tested. He then reasoned that the Germans

could, instead, erect inconspicuous receiving
stations, and use the British Chain Home
transmissions rather than their own, to create
echoes of incoming atcraft for these receiving
stations to work with. This would occur while
the aircraft were still over England, and at ranges

from Germany that were similar to what could be
achieved in a non-jammed Freya network. By
this time, the Germans had modified Freya many
times, adding several Freya antennas together,
side-by-side, for better detection distances
through tighter beams ll2l, and stacking the
Freya antennas together vertically, so as better to
read target altitudes in handoff to the Wndow-
vulnerable Wi,irzburgs and the new Wilrzburg-
Riese (giant Wiirzburg) fire-control systems [ 13] .

One result was that there were various damaged
radar sites around inside which inconspicuous
receiving systems might be concealed. Von
Handel pointed out that several quick studies
would be needed: first, they must determine the
nature of bistatically-received echoes of actual
arrcraft, since the illumination comes from one
direction and the expected receiver of the echo is
located somewhere else, indeed. Then they
would have to work out the geometric
relationships of the transmitter in England, the
receiver in Germany, France, or Low Countries,
and the target, somewhere between transmitter
and receiver, so as to determine how many
receiver stations they would need. Telefunken

Portable L-E.receiver operating ffom 21 to 33 MHz
was used to pick up first aircraft echoes from British
CH radar illumination of Allied channel-patrol bomb-
ers. These little superhets had been used to monitor
CH transmissions for almost ayear for von Handel.



(Continued from page 6)

and Luftwaffe researchers worked out these

details very quickly, concluding they would need

This shows the ellipses formed by placing the CH
transmitter and the KH receiver at the foci, and
the total transit time of the signal from CH to an
aircraft, then to the KH receiver places the aircraft
on a specific ellipse. Three are shown here, for
three different signal transit times, such as for
aircraft A, B, and D. The two aircraft B and C have
the same signal transit times, and must be differ-
entiated by noting their echoes arrive at KH from
different bearings.

about five or six such early-warning receiving
stations, each able to exploit two to four British
Chain Home transmissions.

Some preliminary tests near Cherbourg, France,
using a borrowed portable Leitstrahl (L-E)
receiver as early ,as October 1942 showed that it

was possible to detect moving echoes of these

Chain Home pulses. Here, the echoes

coffesponded with the motion of atrcraft
observed flying off the southern English coast,
Liberator and Sunderland coastal patrol aircraft.
The distant Chain Home transmitter plus the
receiver station located on the French shore
formed the bistatic radat system. In a common
monostatic radar (both transmitter and receiver
are located together) the time taken for a

transmitted pulse to get to
returned to the co-located

a target, and its echo
receiver defines the

(Continued on page 8)

FOR THE RECORD

The August2OI2 MAARC meeting was held on the I9th at Davidsonville Family Recreation Center,
Steve Hansman presiding. Approximately 39 members were present. Willie Sessoms hadorganizeda
good Show-'n'-Te11 session that brought out five or six curious items, one of which he showed, him-
self. It was an Emerson he had bought at an auction at Westmingter, MD. It was announced to the
members present that Dan Koczur's RadioActivity entry of an Atwater Kent radio he had restored
from the junk-heap state to new-looking was being offered to the International restoration contest or-
ganized by the Quebec Club. Ed Lyon has been appointed as one of the judges for that contest.
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(Continued from page 7)

radius of a circle, and it is somewhere on this
circle that the atcraft creating the echo must be
located. In bistatic radars, the time taken for a
pulse of transmitted energy to get to the target
aucraft and then bounce to the distant receiving
station places the target alroraft, on a specific
ellipse whose two foci are the transmitter station
and the receivitrg station. In both radars,
monostatic and bistatic, the target's whereabouts
on the specific circle or ellipse, respectively, is
then found by noting the direction from which
the echo arrives at the receiving station.

Bistatic radars work well unless the echoing
target is located on a line passing directly
through the two foci. For this reason, and for
redundancy, bist attc radars often use multiple
receiving sites and, if possible multiple
transmitting sites, thereby always yielding at

least one reasonably-shaped ellipse. Here the

Germans were fortun ate, because the British had

a whole network of Chain Home transmitters
located at regular intervals around the English
coast. Then, to make their bistatic Klein
Heidelberg system more robust, the Luftwaffe
installed six receiving sites, and tried to detect

the same targets with more than one receiving
system, sorting out the multiple detections of any
given target at the data filter centers. The bonus

here was that since these German sites did
nothing but passively receive signals, they were

not jammed by the Allies. Practically all Allied
jammers were reacttve; that is, they sought out
German rudar-like signals and applied the
jammer output to those signals' frequencies and

locations. They would have no reason to ja-
friendly Chain Home radars To disguise the

receiving antennas from prowling Allied tactrcal
fighter-bombers, the receiving dipole affays were
mounted on unused (and often already battle-
damaged, according to von Handel) former radar
antenna towers. These German radat sites,

carrying the Klein Heidelberg parasitic receiver
antennas, did not operate their transmitters, and

were generally ignored by Allied surveillance
affcraft, as they were kept in what appeared to be

an inoperative condition.

Part 2 continues in November's Radio Agu.
(Continued on page 9)

I

The standard Wurzburg 500-MHz precision radar
used for guiding interceptors, controlling search-
lights, and aiming flak guns. Of all countermea-
sures used against Wurzburg, Window worked
best, making it hard for the Luftwaffe to find the
target aircraft, and their own interceptors.
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(Continued from page B)

Endnotes:
t1l Now called DARPA, the added initial
signifying Defense.

l2l This ARPA project was described
declassitied government documents, such as:

Garofalo, Nicholas R., "Present and Future
Capabilities of OTH Radars," in Studies in
Intelligence,13,2, (Spring 1969),pp 53-61 .

t3l Von Handel was brought to the US as part of
the "harvest" of German scientists called
"Paperclip" which included such notables as

Werner von Braun.

l4l Through historrcal research first reported in
Advances in Bistatic Radar, edited by Nick
Willis and Hugh Griffiths, chapters 1 through 4,
pp. 3-55 (these chapters by N. Willis, M.
Skolnik, and E. Lyon), Sci Tech Publishing, Inc.,
Raleigh, NC, 2007. Additional information on
this system, much of which corroborates and
enhances von Handel's recollections, appears in
Dr. Hugh Grifiiths' web pages on Klein
Heidelberg, and in his personal communications
with this author. Until the Willis/Griffiths book
and the added Griffiths web material were
published, von Handel's descriptions of the
parasitic radar scheme were anecdotal,
fragmented, and undocumented. It's gteat when
historical gaps get filled this way!
t5] An effective countermeasure would be to
produce many false "echoes," using signal
repeaters, to exhaust the confidence of the users

of the parasitic radar. Another easy method
would be to adopt Hedy Lamarr's notion of
frequency-hopping the British Chain Home
radars.

t6l As Chain Home matured, it took in gap-
filling and low-altitude coverage, using a wider
band of frequencies, well up into the 200 MHz
regime. An advantage of using the basic 25-30
MHz frequency span is that the wavelength here
is of the same order of magnitude as the enemy
arcraft wingspan, thereby maximtzLng the
reflection cross-section.

l7l A technique called "monopulse," in which
pairs of beams are produced in azrmuth (and

sometimes also in elevation), and the ratio of
either echo strengths or times-of-arrival is

computed to obtain precision estimates of the
direction to the target.

t8l And, of course, the length being one-half the
offending radar's wavelength. For a 200-MHz
Freya radar, the correct length would be 7 5

centimeters, or nearly 30 inches.

t9l But also because the Germans needed all
available arcraft to fight their new enemy as of
1941 , the USSR.

t10l The Lorcnz blind-flying beam method (on
which von Handel began his technical
management career in Germany) of navigating
commercial and military aucraft at night and in
bad weather had been modified to form
Knickebein, X-Gercit, and Y-Gercit (or Wotan), a

succession of temporarily effective beam-riding
concepts to guide German bombers to their
targets in England. Each was eventually
discovered by R. V. Jones in Englatrd, and was
countered by jamming and false beam
production. Defeat of the last-named was made
difficult by the British assuming Wotan, named
after the one-eyed Teutonic god, meant that a

single beam was used, causing them to fail to
look for the two crossing beams used to time the
bomb release.

t1ll Many German radars derived from the
original FUSE-80 Freya, including FUMG-A}I
(freya LD and FUSE,-450 (Freya AN, and
several largu radars were made by arraytng
several Freya antennas together, as in
Wassermann and Mammut.

ll2l By affayLng two Freya antennas side-by
side, the effective beamwidth , aztmuthally,
would be halved, and the signal-to-noise ratio for
target echoes in that beam would be doubled. But
at a price: the time required to scan through the
assigned surveillance area would also thereby be

doubled, cutting in half the number of
opportunities to detect the incoming target.

t13l Improvements in Wilrzburg,such as making
the antenna much larger in Wiirzburg Riese,
vastly improved accuracy, but records show the
Riese version was used only for reckoning where
the German interceptor aucraft were, and for
guiding them to their assigned targets.
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Wrudblts
HILE working on the bistatic
radar story appearing in this
issue, this author ran across

descriptions and pictures of some
interesting wartime German radio
equipment. One piece was a

wavem eter, used to pre-tune
transmitters and receivers, and it could
either transmit or receive a signal

whose frequency was read on a well-calibrated
frequency scale. Sure enough, inside was a

supeffegenerative stage using an acorn tube, complete
with a horse-shoe-shaped tank coil, just like those we
discussed in these pages in July, 2012. Apparently the

Germans liked the acorn tube as well as RCA did.
The instrument's interior is shown here.

NoTHER piece of equipment that brought
back a feeling of d6je vu showed up on a
German wartime electronics museum website

that showed many radios and radars, piece-by-piece.
The W{irzburg radar, for example was dissected to
show each major component from the antenna to the

display cathodeqay tube. The display had a sweep

circuit unit that timed the rudar's pulse rate accurately,
since certain pulse rates were used to interro gate

German fighter plane IFF equipment, to determine if
it really was a German fighter or perhaps an Allied
plane on the prowl. This timing circuit was built
around an audio oscillator that seemed to use Bill
Hewlett's original invention leading to the Hewlett-
Packard Model 200 audio generator, the initial
offering of that great company. Here is the German

equipment, complete with the little light bulb Hewlett
used to control the feedback in his oscillator.

osr radio collectors rcahze that civilian
broadcasting by radio, or any radio
transmitting, for that matter, requires licens-

ing by the Commerce Department. Specifically it is
the FCC arm of that department that gets involved.
And, though they are not busy now, there was a time
when the FCC, (FRC in the old days) was kept occu-
pied chasing illegal broadcasters or radio commun-
icators. Right nearby in Laurel, MD, there is a site

with long-wire and log-periodic antennas, operated by
these FCC's signal monitors. In 1929. they brought out
their latest weapon against illicit radio transmissions,
the Packard Radio Car, designed to house monitoring
receivers. This was a special 1926-model Packard with
a custom wooden body that was luxurious, by any

standards. The FRC introduced this future Radio Car
to the public at a radio show in Philadelphia in 1926 by
means of a scale model that cost more than the real
Radio Car, then starting its manufacture. The actual
Radio Car looked like this, and there were six made:

Lees for this Tidbit.



THE PIRASET RADIo
Pnnr 1: Tne Hlsrony oF THE PRReser

Bv Jonru Ktruc, EDtroR, QBP Qulnrenty, wHo eRAcrousLy aAVE us puBLrcATtoN RtcHTs
This articlefirst appeared in QkP Quarterly, the journal of the QRP Amateur Radio Club International. It docu-
ments the story of a rare British radio transceiver that was carried by parachuted agents into European coun-
tries during their occupation by Germany in WW2. The set was built by the British intelligence unit, MI6, at
their Whaddon facility, and was made in several designs. Part I covers the basic history of the set; Part 2 de-
scribes the construction of a replica and using it in Ham QW (ow-power communications) radio.

HE remarkable little rig that came to be
known as the "Paraset" came into being c.
1941 , as a means of providing Allied clandes-

tine field operatives with an ability to transfer intelli-
gence information back to Britain. The set was ap-
parently designed at the main receiving site at Wh ad-
don, and officially known as the Whaddon Mark VII.
At least one knowledgeable source involved in the
production of these sets claims that "Paraset" was
never an official name, but instead was a kind of
nickname that came about from the practice of issu-
ing the sets to agents that would be parachuted into
enemy - controlled territory.

Original technical information
on the Paraset is somewhat
scarce, 3s Winston Churchill
ordered most documentary evi-
dence of support for clandestine
operations of that period de-
stroyed immediately after
WWII. His aim was to prevent
it from falling into Soviet hands.
Nevertheless some information
survived, most notably from a

Belgian ham named Joe le
Suisse, ON5LJ (SK). ON5LJ's
information has been preserved
by Jo Scholtes, ON9CFJ, who
later passed it on to Mario Ga-
lasso, IKOMOZ. Mario, by the
w&1z, has an excellent website
(h ttp : l/rv w w " qs I . net/ikOmo zl
pa{A$qt,,,,,Png "ht.m) for those inter-
ested in replicating the Paraset.

Historical information on the development of the
Paraset comes primarily from the few personnel who
were a part of its development and are still avarlable
for comment. Geoffrey Pidgeon, author of The Se-
cret Wireless War [1], has supplied much of the infor-
mation l2l through his own knowledge gained when

he was a paft of the development team, and through
his contacts with others in the team. Mr. Pidgeon
himself was involved in early production and his fa-
ther was in charge of Stores (Supplies) atWhaddon.

Mr. Pidgeon writes that the R&D team developing
the Paraset was led by Dennis Smith , "a brilliant
wireless engineer." Mr. Smith later went on to a Mo-
bile Construction section that designed and built the
Ascension air-to-ground agent contact system and a
number of other transmitters and receivers intended
for agents and resistance fighters. There were a total
of approximately nine people involved in the devel-
opment, which apparently started sometime in I94I .

By 1942, Mr. Pidgeon had been assigned to the metal
workshop at Whaddon Hall, and states that they were
making small runs of about twenty Mark VII sets by
the end of that year.

As can be seen from Fig . I, the Paraset consisted of a
simple two-valve (tube) receiver and a single-valve

(Continued on page I2)
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Figure 1. Schematic of an early Paraset transceiver.



(Continued from page I I)
transmitter t3l. The power supply was contained in a
separate enclosure and used batteries as the primary
energy source, feeding a vibrator-based power supply
to supply the necessary high voltages. The receiver
consists of a regenerative detector and a single stage

of audio amplification. This design scheme was quite
common at the time among amateur radio operators
of modest means because it required the fewest num-
ber of expensive valves. The transmitter was a high
powered (5 -7 watts), crystal controlled oscillator con-
nected directly to a single wire antenna, which was

never more than 20M long and often much less.

Again, this was a common design scheme of the time.
Because of the transmitted power level, the Paraset

might be considered the first QRP rig used for official
purposes.

The small number of tubes and low power output
from the transmitter also contributed to low power
consumption , zfl important factor in clandestine sets.

Batteries were often used in these sets as the primary
power source for reasons of dependability. Mains
power was not always available, and could disappear
at any time. In many instances, agents had to operate
in very rural settings where electrical power was non-
existent. Even though the Paraset was relatively fru-
gal in its use of power, it was still necess ary to carry
along at least one and possibly two automobile batter-
ies. Moreover, the batteries had to be charged rela-
tively frequently and that posed considerable opera-
tional risks. However, the use of batteries also pro-
vided a defense against a common detection tech-
nique used by German direction finding teams. The

teams would routinely cut off power to a section of
the city while listening to what they thought might be

a clandestine transmitter. If transmissions stopped
coincident with the power being turned off, they
could narrow their search to a specific part of the city.

The low power output was nevertheless adequate for
the pu{pose, given the large antennas and sensitive
receivers at the listening sites in England. A recent
propagation study l4l has shown that an antenna effi-
ciency of just a few percent would probably have re-

sulted in an SNR of 20 dB or so for a path from Cal-
ais in France to the Whaddon receiving site. A path

from Marseille to Whaddon would have resulted in a

similar SNR. However, the designers probably did
not do studies of this type in considering requirements
for the Paraset. More likely, they would have relied
on personal knowledge of communications with low
power transmitters over the distances involved. A
second factor in favor of the agents was that 1945

coffesponded with a solar sunspot maximum, giving
the war years very good propagation conditions.

The Paraset was apparently an immediate success

and production seems to have been transferred to a
factory at Little Horwood when it opened in early
1943. Mr. Pidgeon was also transferred to the metal

workshop at Little Horwood and remained there

through most of the remainder of the war. While
there, he made portions of the custom keys and

other items which were an integral part of the

Parasets. The Parasets immediately began produc-

tion in lots of fifty and a hundred. Unlike the metal

box sets which are most popular with replicators,
these early sets were issued in slightly larger

wooden cabinets. These sets were normally placed

in a small attach€, case which would accommodate
the power supply and had storage for valves and

crystals. Some Parasets were apparently also made

in workshops at Watford run by the Special Opera-
tions Executive (a group somewhat akin to the US

oss).

Figure 2l5l is an example of the attach6 case variety
of the Paraset. The power supply, shown on the left
side of the case, is a mains supply and not the vibra-
tor-based supply which was more common. Note

Fig ure 2, A complete Paraset, showing its carrying
case, power supply, spare parts compartment, and
all.



(Continued from page I2

the key knob which appears
just below the power switch.
The remainder of the key is
located below the front panel.
This was a feature of all
Parasets. This particular set

belonged to Oluf Reed Olsen,
a Norwegian pilot and mem-
ber of the British Secret Intel-
ligence Service (SIS). Olsen
survived the war, and has writ-
ten a book concerning his ad-
ventures. Olsen was either
more skilled or luckier (or
both) than many of his col-
leagues undertaking the dan-
gerous mission of relaying
information back to the Allies
during the war. Many of his
colleagues fell prey to German
direction finding units, who became quite skilled in
finding agents while they were actively sending back
information. An interesting point here is that a regen-
erative receiver of the type used in the Paraset is of-
ten capable of transmitting an inadvertent signal of its
own, thereby aiding the direction finding units.
However, measurements made on SMTEQL's replica
set showed the receiver radiation at full regeneration
to be -38 dBm, which equals 158nW. This is proba-
bly another indication of its excellent design, and a

feature that was probably greatly appreciated by its
users.

A second example of the wooden variety Paraset is
shown in Fig. 3 [6]. This particular set is owned by
Dr. E. Evrard, who discovered rt in his late father's
effects while clearing his late parents'home. Accord-
ittg to Dr. Evrard, he recollects playing with the set as

a small child and says that it was given to his father
by M. Georges RonvaI, z member of the Belgian re-
sistance during WWII. M. Ronval worked for Bel-
gian Railways. Very probably,M. Ronval was able to
give valuable information concerning schedules for
important trains caffytng troops, prisoners, war mate-
rials, and other valuables. Travel schedules for stra-
tegic materials and local weather information were
two of the typical subjects of traffic carried by the
Parasets. Remember, there were no weather satellites
in those days.

The metal-cased sets popular with replicators appar-

lma,$e btrr courtesy of Dr. E. Evrard

Figure 3. Wood-box version of Paraset

ently came somewhat later. These sets are sometimes
referred to as "cash box" sets because of the srze of
the outer case. Fig . 4, next page, courtesy of
SMTIJCZ , is an example l7l. Its origin and original
user are unknown. Note that the valves ate carried in
the top of the case and installed each time the set was
to be used. Otherwise, the outer case would have to
have been much deeper and therefore larger. 'Ihe
Paraset schemattc also apparently evolved slightly
over time, 3S can be seen by comparing the early
schematrc of Figure 1 with the later version in the
companion article on replicating the Paraset (Part 2 to
be published in the November Radio Age). Differ-
ences are minor and involve power circuitry feeding
the receiver and small changes in the transmitter.
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Virtually all of the information presented here comes
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of the design and manufacturing team who created
the Whaddon MkVII "Paraset" radio equipment and
the Special Agents who used it for clandestine opera-
tions in WWII. Readers interested in more informa-
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the IKOMOZ website mentioned earlier andlor con-
tacting the Paraset Club via its website.
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RadioFallFest-
MAARC's premium autumn

swap-meet and auction

RadioFallFest has become one of radio's best autumn
meets for buying and selling vintage radio and ham
equipment. Last year it expanded into vintage audio
equipment, ?S well, and the flea market saw the ex-
change of several very high quality component audio
sets. This year should see many high-end radios on
the block, either in the flea market in the early morn-
ing (gates open at 0700) or later in the auction. We
are assured that there will be good buys for the ham
operator, too, and bargains in audio, to cap it off. We
know for sure that the auction will feature the items
listed last month in these pages (Radio Age, August
2012,page 15) and at least the following:
Two very high end Federal radios from the I920s, a

Model 57 four-tube set complete with brass-based
tipped tubes, and a Model 61 six-tuber.
A beautifully restored wood-bell horn speaker, looks

like Dictogrand, ro tags visible.
Other horn speakers.
Collins shortwave receiver.
Several factory-built crystal sets.

Rare historic books on early radio and television.
Gates Radio Corp ham transmitter, complete with

Gates power supply.

BC-342 WWZ military shortwave receiver.
Audio components, including 65-watt amplifier,

UTC LS-6L4 tltra-linear output transformer, com-
plete Peerless transformer /choke set, NIB, for 100-

watt amplifier power supply.
Navy-built ham transmitter, never used, ready for

rack-mounting.
Dozens of collectible table-model radios from the

30s ' 
40s 
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Classified Ads
Ads are free of charge to club members. Please, one ad per member per month,
limited to 100 words. All ads are subject to editing. Ads will not be repeated
unless resubmitted. Send ads to editors, whose addresses are on page 2. The
usual deadline for receipt of ads is the 1st of the month preceding publication.
No phone-in ads, please, but email is welcomed.

TWo of the rare books to be
auctioned, these by C. Francis
Jenkins, Washington DC scan-
ning-disc and scanning-prism
television pioneer. Titles 

= 
Vision

by Radio, etc., and Radiomov-
ies, Radiovision, etc.

SERVICES: Pr o f e s s i o n a I
restorations for all TUBE TYPE
antique table radios, floor model
consoles, cathedrals, tombstones,
battery sets, communication
receivers and music amplifiers.
Complete overhauls to factory
specifications. Lacquer sprayed,
hand rubbed cabinet refinishing.
Reasonable rates. Free estimates.
UPS /U S PS /F'EDEX/TRUCK
shipments accepted. 4 year
warranty on new parts.***350+
antique radios for sale* * *Bob

Eslinger/KRlu, Antique Radio
Restoration & Repair, 20 Gary
School Road, Pomfret Center, CT
06259. Hours: 10am-4pm eastern
time, Wednesday thru Saturday.
Telephone: 8 60-928-2628. E-
mail: bob @ oldradiodoc.com.
Please come visit us on the web
at http ://www.oldradiodoc .com or
stop by... when in the New
England area.

Antique Radio Repair : 30
years experience in repair of
antique radios and tube equip-
ment. Reasonable Rates . lay
Forbes,2II28 Stonecrop Pl,
Ashburn, VA, 20147 . 703-729-
9432 . Email: JFRADIO @ aol.com

Book: Mahlon Loomis, who
experimented and demonstrated
Wireless in 1864, by sending
signals 18 miles using 400-foot
wire antennas, and keying same

to ground using free power
available at 2000 foot elevations
on top of mountains in northern
Virginia. Loomis received a

patent in 1872 and Corporation

Charter by US Congress in 1873.
Describing his work and the File in
the US Library of Congress is the
book by Thomas Appleby, Mahlon
Loomis Inventor of Radio, (c)
Copyright 1967, 188 pages, now
avarlable for $35 + s&h $5;
Contact Svanholm Research
Laboratories, 1604 Elson St.,
Adelphi, MD 20783 ,

n3rf@earthlink.net , http:ll
N3RF.home.netcom.com

Wanted: Atwater Kent Model 47
and its speaker. Both will be
donors for my Model 4l
re storation proj ect. Need ,

especially, chassis, tuning capacitor
mounting brackets, and green pots
at back of chassis. Thanks. Ted
Paskowski ,, 410- 956-06 02;
tedgp99@veruzon.net

For Sale: Only two more reels of
Brush model 602 "Soundmirror"
magnetic tape available , 1225 ft
per reel (30-min at 7 .5 ips). These
are NIB, or 7 -tnch metal reels.
Available at RadioFallFest on
Oct .2I , or by USPS; $20 per reel,
plus postage, if necess ary. Ed
Lyor, 301-293-1773, or
lyon@fred.net.

Wanted: Owner's manuall service
datal schematic for DeForest's
Training Course oscilloscope (no
model number). Has zAPl CRT.
Will pay for photocopies. Fred
Crews, 301-456-4798; or
fcrew s @ frontiernet .net

(Continued from page I4)
Majestic Model 20 grandfather's

clock radio.
Philco 1260 lamp radio with

original shade.
Philco 551 mantel clock radio,

all finials intact !

Philco 40-195 console radio,
with new pushbuttons.
Philco Predicta TV powers up

fine, exc. condition.
Stromberg Carlson 896 crank-

type wall telephone. Exc. Condi-
tion.
Big Tesla coil? corrrrnercially-

built.
Zentth 75633 table model.



Mid-Atlantic Antique Radio Club
clo Steve McAlister
3903 Norwalk Place
Bowie, MD 2071 6-1047
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Sun., Sep. 16 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation
Center. See p.2 for map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30,
meeting at 1:30. Display table radio )/@dr = 1952, Presenta-
tion: Skip Essigmann, "Collecting Telephones."

Sun., Oct.21 MAARC's BIG FallFest-the combined autumn Antique
Radio, Audio, and Ham Equipment show and market that
tops them all. Flea Marketing starts at 0700, as soon as the
gates to the Davidsonville Family Recreation Center open.
Map on page 2. No admission charge, and food is available
from the Boy Scouts. Huge auction starts about noon. See
August and this issue Radio Age (pp 14, 15) for tips on some
of the fine equipment to be sold at this meet.

Sun., Nov. 18 MAARC meeting at the Davidsonville Family Recreation
Center. See p. 2tor map and directions. Tailgating at 11:30,
meeting at 1:30. Display table radio le€rr = 1953, Presenta-
tion: Charles Richardson, "Restoring Magnetic Tapes."

Sun., Dec. 16 MAARC meeting at the Sully Station Community Center, near
Dulles Airport. See p.15 for map and directions. Tailgating at
11:30, meeting at 1:30. Display table radio y€dr = 1954,
Presentation: Paul Bernhardt and NRL's Electronic Railgun.

Hamfests: -check the ARRL website.


